FAMILY ALBUM

All in the Family

Meet a few of this year’s multigeneration Rochester families.

COMMENCEMENT IS A TIME FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS TO GATHER TO CELEBRATE A NEW GENERATION OF ACHIEVEMENT AND SUCCESS. Throughout the commencement season at Rochester, those celebrations include several families who share not only the joy of graduation, but also a legacy of ties to the University. We asked a few of those multigeneration families to pose for photos this spring.

THREE GENERATIONS: The College ceremony brought together three generations of the Scala family: John Scala ’80, his son, Andrew Scala ’11, a mechanical engineering major in the Hajim School from Lancaster, Pa.; and Andrew’s grandparents, Robert ’58M (PhD) and Janet Eddy Scala ’55N.

FAMILY PHYSICIANS: Tegan Vay ’11M (MD) of Rochester (left) is a second-generation Rochester graduate, joining her mother, Mary Beth Robinson-Vay ’85M (MD), ’88M (Res), and father Joseph Vay ’86 (MS).

FAMILY PRACTICE: At the School of Medicine and Dentistry ceremony, Calla Brown ’11M (MD), of Zionsville, Ind., and her fiancé, Bela Denes Jr. ’11M (MD), of Springfield, Ill., were welcomed into the profession by their physician fathers, Darron Brown ’79M (MD), ’82M (Flw), ’82M (Res) (left) and Bela Denes Sr. (right).

MUSICAL LINES: Representing the 11th Eastman School degree in her family, Anna Lenti ’11E, of Rochester, celebrated with her father, Eastman School historian and faculty member Vincent ’60E, ’63E (MA), her sister, Elizabeth ’02E, and her mother, Christina ’72E.